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Figure 2.1  Google Map of Indore, Madhya Pradesh urvey bus passenger loads. Hourly counts of boardings, Salightings and through passengers (BAT) should be 

recorded while riding the bus for at least one entire trip of the 

route.  If the bus has two doors, care should be taken to count 

passengers getting off and on both doors.  In a heavily used 

bus, it might be necessary to use two surveyors.

ime the length of the route from start to finish. This is your TTravel Time (TT).

rticulate the Peak Load Point along the routeA
eview on board volume over a 12-16 hour period at Rpeak locations and loads on Intermediate Public 

Transport (IPT) to determine where the highest passenger 

volume occurs

abulate mobility volume to determine what time of the Tday has the highest overall mobility volume including 

traffic + pedestrian + bicyclists + IPT (if present as different 
As can be seen from Figure 2.1, two national highways, modes – shared auto rickshaw, minivans, minibuses – classify 
Agra-Mumbai Road (NH-3), Ahmedabad Road (NH-59) them while counting) based on 12-16 hour counts.
and two state highways, Ujjain Road (SH-27), Khandwa 

Road (SH-27) pass through the city of Indore. Cities without existing Public Transport

• Sketch the exiting public transport routes on the map to Data collection for cities without public transport follows a 
see the coverage. similar process.  While there are no pre-existing routes upon 

which to ride and measure passengers, you can study 
Cities without existing Public Transport strategic locations selected in Section 2.1 and follow this 

“SMART” procedure for predicting formal transport demand:
The task requires more work if the city does not have any 

existing bus/minibus routes. The best way to determine urvey strategic locations to count number of informal 
potential bus transport demand is to calculate total informal Stransport vehicles and occupancy by hour.  Pedestrians 
transport users (shared autos, shared taxis, and so on). In and bicycle riders are usually the first people to shift to bus if 
these cases, it is harder to find out the origin and destination the service is reliable and good, therefore it is important to 
patterns.  count them also.

A good starting point would be to pick a list of strategic easure occupancy of vehicles by observing passenger 
locations in the city to perform surveys. These locations should Mlevels in broad terms such as: Empty, ¼ Full, ½ Full, ¾ 
be places with high densities of informal transport supply and Full, and Full.  This will give an idea of total vehicles and 
demand like railway stations, bus stations, commercial people using the corridor.
centres, industrial areas, colleges, schools, shopping areas, 

and so on. These survey locations should allow most of the sk the informal transport drivers about the most 
trips to be captured with minimum resources and time. Afrequently travelled routes. Some cities have done 

surveys where the surveyor drives in the shared auto/taxi for 
2.2  COLLECTION OF MOBILITY DATA an entire day recording travel patterns.

Cities with existing Public Transport eview roadside conditions at each location over a 12-16 Rhour period to determine where the highest passenger 
Once you have identified public transport routes in your city 

volume on IPT occurs.
for further analysis, you can “START” your quick assessment of 

key data by gathering the following information:  abulate your counts of pedestrians, bicycle riders, and 
   Tinformal transit vehicles to allow for fleet size and bus 

A city's public transportation system should be planned 

based on existing demographic, economic, social and 

political conditions.

model can be expensive and time consuming. Quick 

assessment techniques can produce acceptable accuracy fast 

and at a low cost. 

This chapter describes three simple steps to help cities 

calculate the total number of buses required and allocate 

these buses to routes:

1. First, identify strategic public transport corridors in the city 

(described in Section 2.1)

2. Next, collect mobility data (described in Section 2.2)

3. Finally, analyse the data to pick routes and develop a 

service plan (described in Section 2.3)

The most important of these steps is identifying potential 

public transport corridors. In most cases, professional 

knowledge and judgement can be used to identify these   The system should be built to serve the 
locations, but for a thorough picture it is recommended to maximum number of passengers in the best possible way.  It 
follow the procedures described in Sections 2.1-2.3 and should also have enough capacity to accommodate 
emulate the example provided for Colombo, Sri Lanka. A projected future demand [48]. 
tutorial exercise in Section 2.4 provides an opportunity for 

readers to practice making demand estimates using simple Analysis of a city’s potential passenger demand forms the 
spreadsheet tools. technical foundation for further work designing the system, 

planning operations and predicting the financial viability of 
2.1  IDENTIFYING PUBLIC TRANSPORT CORRIDORSthe system.  Knowing where and when customers require 

transport services will help design a system based first on 
Cities with existing Public Transport

customer needs.  

Identifying potential public transport corridors is relatively 
When developing demand assessments, there is a trade-off 

easy if the city already has a network of private buses / 
between cost, accuracy, and speed. A detailed travel demand 

minibuses or shared taxis with fixed routes. The goal for cities 
model will provide more accurate results, but developing the 

with existing routes is to provide a more reliable, comfortable 

and safer bus service.  The following procedure should be 

followed:

• Gather existing data.  This data should be available with 

the city planners and includes: population, major arterials 

and roadways in the city, location of the Central Business 

District or key areas for commercial establishments, 

educational centres, business parks, industrial areas, 

shopping centres, and recreational areas.

• Pick existing or historic bus routes in the city for analysis. In 

most cases (but not all), routes with existing services are the 

ones with the highest demand of public transport 

passengers. It is crucial to collect current data on 

frequencies, occupancy and transfer locations for these 

routes.

• Study the road network of the city. Drawings should be 

available with the city planners.  If not, Google and Yahoo 

maps have a reasonable coverage of most cities in India.  

CHAPTER 2: 
ROUTE PLANNING 
BASED ON 
DEMAND 
ASSESSMENTS

Analysis of a city's 
potential passenger 
demand forms the 
technical foundation 
for further work 
designing the system, 
planning operations 
and predicting the 
financial viability of 
the system.
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frequency calculations as in the next section.

Table 2.1 shows a sample of a roadside survey. In this survey, the total number of minivans, minibuses and city buses were 

counted. An average occupancy factor was used to calculate total passengers in the corridor. A minivan was assumed to have 

10 passengers, a minibus 25 passengers, and 50 passengers in a City bus. Assumptions were based on field observations.  

The time period 10:00-11:00 AM has the highest number of passengers in the day. Figure 2.2 shows the spread of demand 

during the day. The morning peak period ranges from 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM and the evening peak stretches from 2:00 PM to 

7:00 PM. These load profiles help in planning peak and off-peak bus frequencies.

*Only one occupancy value was used for each vehicle type throughout the day  due to limited data collection. Ideally this should 

be calculated separately for peak and off peak periods.

Table 2.1 

Figure 2.2  

Sample Roadside Survey

Demand by Hour

2.3  ANALYSIS OF MOBILITY DATA 

Once transit corridors are identified and basic data is 

collected, cities with and without existing public transit can 

perform simple calculations to analyze routes and develop a 

service plan that effectively responds to customer needs. This 

section introduces formulas for calculating bus frequency, bus 

travel time, and fleet size. Each concept is followed by an 
Load Profile of a Route

example analysis for Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka. We 

will use data from a BRT pre-feasibility study conducted by Data collected from field surveys should be organized into 
EMBARQ for the National Transport Commission. tables that allow for easy comparison between segments of a 

transit route.  In Colombo, surveyors collected information on 
Calculating Hourly Bus Frequency

arrival time at a bus stop, the number of boardings, alightings 

and through passengers, and the departure time.  Table 2.2 The following formula determines the total number of buses 
shows a sample survey table, from which we observe that this needed to ply a route per hour. Peak or off-peak ridership 
bus took 70 minutes to travel the entire route (or 73 minutes measurements can be determined through an analysis of 
from the time of arrival at the first station) and carried a total load profiles. Bus occupancy will vary depending on the 
of 129 passengers.  The first and last stations had the highest maximum passenger capacity of buses plying the route.
number of boardings and alightings and the middle stops 

had the highest through passengers. 

Figure 2.3  Hourly Bus Frequency Formula

Passengers 
per hour peak 

direction 
(pphpd)

Hourly 
Bus 

Frequency

Bus 
Capacity

Table 2.2  Observed Bus Ridership in Colombo, Sri Lanka

National Transport Commission – Front Door

Date: 2009/09/11 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Arrival Time Route Kadawatha-Colombo Departure

Stop Arrival Time Board Alight Through Departure Time

Bus No. GT-1652 42 Officer's Name :

138 Service:     Normal a.m. p.m.

 

1 Kadawatha 7.10 44 0 44 7.13

2 Mahara Junction 7.33 1 1 44 7.33

3 Mahara 7.35 1 2 43 7.35

4 Kiribathgoda (YMBA) 7.38 4 10 37 7.39

5 Kiribathgoda (Makola Road) 7.41 12 9 40 7.42

6 Dalugama 7.43 14 2 52 7.44

7 Kelaniya Campus 7.46 14 8 58 7.47

8 Tyre Junction 7.48 0 4 54 7.48

9 Torama Junction 7.54 4 3 55 7.54

10 Pattiya Junction 7.57 9 3 61 7.57

11 4th  mile post 7.59 1 3 59 7.59

12 Peliyagoda 8.00 1 3 57 8.00

13 Orugodawatta 8.05 3 3 57 8.06

14 Armour Street 8.10 11 7 61 8.11

15 Panchikawatta 8.13 8 11 58 8.13

16 Maradana (Technical) 8.20 0 6 52 8.20

17 Pettah (BM) 8.21 2 25 29 8.21

18 Fort (Railway Station) 8.23 0 29 0 8.23

 Total Passengers 73 mins 129 129  70 mins
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Assumed Occupancy* 10 25 50  

# of each vehicle type:  

Time Mini Van Mini Bus City Bus Total Passengers

 

6:00  - 7:00 am 11 8 8 710

7:00 - 8:00 am 27 16 2 770

8:00 - 9:00 am 19 19 7 1015

9:00  - 10:00 am 48 28 13 2090

10:00 -  11:00 am 91 41 9 2565

11:00  - 12:00 pm 89 25 9 2145

12:00 - 1:00 pm 48 45 8 2165

1:00 - 2:00 pm 52 19 7 1485

2:00 - 3:00 pm 79 14 14 2120

3:00 - 4:00 pm 35 21 8 1435

4:00 - 5:00 pm 31 20 7 1300

5:00 - 6:00 pm 52 33 17 2535

6:00 - 7:00 pm 52 22 8 1630

7:00 - 8:00 pm 42 18 5 1120

8:00 - 9:00 pm 46 10 8 1110

9:00 - 10:00 pm 33 14 10 1180
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Figure 2.4 provides an easier way to visualize the load profile along this route. At 14 of the 18 stations serviced by this bus the 

number of passengers exceeds the seating capacity of 42 passengers. Our formula for bus frequency (Figure 2.3) demonstrates 

that routes with smaller capacity buses require more trips per hour than those routes plied by vehicles with larger capacity.  

Newer buses accommodate roughly 60 passengers and the next chapter will cover the appropriate bus types based on 

passengers per hour (see Table 3.3).

Load Profile – Peak Points

Planners should conduct load profiles throughout the 

entire day to determine the hour of peak and off peak 

ridership on the line. Table 2.3 shows the results of a 

station survey that counted the number of passengers per 

hour of operation for a bus route.  At its peak, the route 

served 300 passengers. Off peak hours served a 

minimum of 180 passengers.

Table 2.3 Number of Bus Trips
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# of Passengers on Kandy Road Bus Route

= Passenger Capacity (42)

Figure 2.4  Load Profile on a Colombo Bus Route

Bus Frequency in Colombo

With surveys collected, data organized, and peak ridership determined, bus frequency can now be calculated using the 

previously explained formula.

Calculating Total Bus Travel Time

The following formula determines the total time needed per bus to ply a route from the starting point to the end point and back.  

It includes bus travel time, dwell times at bus stops and a turn-around terminal time at the depot. 

• Bus run time reflects the time elapsed between departing the first station and arriving at the final station.  This should take 

into account traffic delays and variability in the corridor. 

• Terminal time varies depending on the length of the route. Routes shorter than an hour in total duration may require about 

10 minutes of terminal time, while those greater than an hour may require 20 miutes.  It should be noted that these times are 

merely a suggestion and actual times depend on the efficiency of the system.

Surveyors in Colombo recorded a bus run time of 70 minutes from start to finish (Table 2.2).  As this route is greater than one 

hour in duration, the suggested terminal time of 20 minutes can be used to calculate total travel time.  Figure 2.8 below shows 

the result of this calculation for Colombo: a total cycle time of 160 minutes for the entire route.

Figure 2.5  

Figure 2.6  

Figure 2.7  

Figure 2.8  

Calculation of Peak Frequency in Colombo

Calculation of Off-peak Frequency in Colombo

Total Bus Travel Time Formula

Calculation of Total Travel Time in Colombo 

300 riders 
at Peak

180 riders
 Off-peak

5 buses 
needed 
per hour

3 buses 
needed 
per hour

60 
passengers 

per bus

60 
passengers 

per bus

12 min 
headway

20 minute 
headway
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1 6 am 180 3

2 7 am 300 5

3 8 am 300 5

4 9 am 300 5

5 10 am 300 5

6 11 am 180 3

7 12 pm 180 3

8 1 pm 180 3

9 2 pm 180 3

10 3 pm 180 3

11 4 pm 300 5

12 5 pm 300 5

13 6 pm 300 5

14 7 pm 300 5

15 8 pm 180 3

Total 15 hrs 3660 61 
passengers bus trips

No of Hour of Passengers Bus Trips* 
Hours Operation

Bus Run 
Time x 2

Cycle 
Time

Terminal 
Time

70 x 2 = 
140 Min 
Run Time

160 Min 
Total Cycle 

Time

20 Min 
Terminal 

Time

* assumes 60 passengers per bus
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Fleet Size Calculation

The following formula determines the total fleet size needed to ply a given transit route. Fleet size is based on the number of 

buses that are required to run services at a set frequency.

Surveyors in Colombo calculated a bus headway at peak hours of 12 minutes (Figure 2.5) and a total cycle time of 160 minutes 

(Figure 2.8). These inputs result in a calculation showing that Colombo should assemble a fleet of at least 14 buses to 

accommodate peak hour demand (Figure 2.10, below).

The size of a bus fleet on a given route may need to be adjusted to accommodate differences in passenger demand at certain 

times of the day or at different locations along the route.  The results of another daily load profile are shown in Figure 2.11.  The 

chart illustrates that hours of peak passenger loads are not consistently aligned with peak bus services.  Information on service 

plan optimization is covered in Section 2.5. 

Figure 2.9 

Figure 2.10   

Figure 2.11  

 Fleet Size Formula

Calculation of Fleet Size in Colombo

Daily Load Profiles 

Total Cycle 
Time Fleet Size

Bus 
Headway

160 Min 
Total 

Travel Time

13.33 
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2.4  TUTORIAL EXERCISES 

Calculate Frequency and Fleet Size for the example case

This chapter's preceding sections have reviewed the basic calculations for bus frequency and fleet size. Readers of this guide are 

now invited to practice these skills with an example case in the city of Colombo, Sri Lanka.  For this exercise, readers are 

provided with a map of the district (Figure 2.12), diagram of the city's three planned bus corridors (Figure 2.13), city 

demographics (Table 2.4), and expected passenger counts for each corridor (Table 2.5).  Use this information to calculate the 

buses per hour, interval and fleet size according to data provided.  

The symbol “    “ indicates a figure the reader is expected to calculate to practice the aforementioned concepts.  Answers are 

provided in Appendix B.

Figure 2.12  

Figure 2.13  

Map of Colombo Municipal District

Bus Corridors
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Table 2.4  

Table 2.5  

Colombo Demographics

Calculate Operational Statistics

*Corridor 3 refers to the 'Network Integration Link' in Figure 2.13

2.5  SERVICE PLAN OPTIMIZATION 

Bus service plans should be constantly monitored to 

evaluate their effectiveness. Chapter 8 talks about 

performance monitoring in detail, but this section 

highlights the importance of data collection in 

optimizing service. 

The following example uses operations on the 

Avenue Insurgentes BRT corridor in Mexico City to 

explain the concept of short loops and demonstrate 

how optimizing service plans can result in cost 

savings for transport agencies. Figure 2.14 shows 

the Metrobus in Mexico.  Figure 2.15 shows the 

load profile of the Avenue Insurgentes BRT route. 

Demographics Municipal Corporation Colombo District Western Province Island-wide

Area (sq km) 37 699 3684 65610

Area (% island-wide) 0.1% 1.1% 5.6% 100%

Road Density (km/sq km) 3.48 5.4 3.64 1.61

Road Density (kms/1000 inhab.) 0.2 1.8 2.8 5.53

Population – 2001 637,865 1,699,241 3,919,808 18,797,257

Population – 2001 (% island-wide) 3% 9% 21% 100%

Population Density – 2001 (persons/ha) 171 24 11 3

Corridor 1 Corridor 2 Corridor 3 Total

Kilometres 15.4 10.8 935.2

Description Fort-Kadawatta Fort-Battaramula Dematagoda-Battaramula

PPHPD 4000 3000 700 7,700

Daily Passengers 80,000 60,000 14,000 154,000

Total Cycle Time 102.4 min 74.8 min 64 min

Buses Per Hour     

Interval     

Fleet

Figure 2.14  Metrobus, Mexico City

Photo Credit: EMBARQ
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Figure 2.15  

Figure 2.16  

Load Profile along a BRT Route in Mexico

New Service Plan with Two Routes

Source: [49]

The passengers-per-hour-peak-direction (pphpd) experienced on this corridor is 8640. With a bus capacity of 160, this means 

the agency needs to run 54 buses per hour, with a headway of 1.1 minutes. The time to complete a one-way journey is 84 

minutes, giving a total cycle time, including 20 minutes of terminal time, of 188 minutes. In order to provide a service frequency 

of 54 buses an hour, a fleet of 171 buses running 51,000 kilometres a day is needed.    

Figure 2.15 shows that ridership is significantly higher near Buena Vista.  Any congestion or incident related delays after the bus 

leaves Buena Vista area will create reliability issues for passengers in that region as well. 

If the agency were to run two routes, one from start to finish and another from start to Insurgentes, which is 26 minutes from the 

starting point (giving a total cycle time of 62 minutes), as shown in Figure 2.16, frequencies can be recalculated based on 

demand. This scenario allocates 17 buses per hour for the shorter route and 37 buses per hour for the longer route. Passengers 

in this high density corridor will be served by 2 routes with an effective frequency of 1.1 minute. This scenario does not change 

their service, but vastly improves their reliability. The long route from start to finish has 37 buses per hour which translates to a 

bus every 1.6 minutes. 
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Type of Priority Benefits to the Operator Benefits to the User

Good Roadway Higher speeds, Reduced wear & tear, low Higher Speeds, Smooth and Comfortable ride
maintenance costs, low fuel consumption

Segregated Busway Higher Speeds and Increased Reliability Higher Speeds, Perception that public transport
leading to lower fleet size is more convenient than private vehicle transport.

Geometric Adjustments Higher Speeds, Increased Safety Higher Speeds, Increased Safety

Convenient bus shelters Increased usage because of comfortable Increase in comfort and safety. 
buses and stops Attracts users of all income classes

Bus Terminals Reduced turn-around time, Reliability, Convenience and ease of 
reduction in fleet  transfers with other modes

The reduction in service for the longer route (1.1 to 1.6 minutes) is minor and will result in minimal loss of ridership. The biggest 

advantage of this bifurcation is the reduced fleet size, which comes down to 134 buses and a total of 40,200 kilometres per day. 
Figure 2.17 takes this concept further and splits the service into 3 routes as shown. In this scenario, the agency operates 17 

buses each on the two shorter routes and 20 buses on the long routes. The fleet size for this plan drops to 112 buses and total 

bus kilometres per day drops to 33,600. 

Table 2.6 shows the decrease in fleet size and bus kilometres per day in both these scenarios. In both these scenarios, services 

have not been drastically reduced for the corridors with lower density. Reduction in fleet size translates to lower bus purchase 

costs, operational costs and the ability to use existing buses to serve potential new routes.  It should be noted, however, that 

these kinds of operational changes can only be made if there are provisions for the bus to turn around and service the reverse 

route at the intermediate points. 

Figure 2.17   

Table 2.6  

Alternate Service Plan: Three Routes

Benefits of Service Plan Optimization

Routes Buses Km-day

1 171 51000

2 134 40,200

(-22%) (-21%)

3 112 33,600

(-35%) (-34%)
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A good bus system is one that provides a reliable, safe, comfortable, fast and affordable means of transport. 

Table 3.1  

In the 

last couple of decades, there has been a vast improvement in bus services brought about by infrastructural changes in bus 

facilities such as improved roadways, segregated bus lanes, geometric adjustments, convenient bus shelters and bus terminals. 

While each of these measures improved passenger comfort and the perception of public transport they also resulted in tangible 

benefits in terms of increased bus speeds and reliability.  Table 3.1 shows a complete list of priority treatments and Table 3.2 

shows the benefits of these measures to the operator and user. 

Full Scale Priority Treatment for a Good Bus System

CHAPTER 3: 
INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
BUS TRANSPORT

Road infrastructure Good Roadway and durable surface

Traffic Engineering Geometric Adjustments

Modern Traffic Signal Technology

Bus Stops Convenient bus shelters

User Information

Vehicles Level Boarding/Alighting

Low Emissions

Services Design according to the service needs

ITS Automatic Vehicle Location / Centralized Control

Electronic Fare Collection

INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
BUS TRANSPORT

Table 3.2  Operator and User Benefits of Priority Treatments
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